
Anwser to the open letter from Pamfou dressage, and to their many fans, who legitimately 
asked themselves "What is LDR?"

In the video posted on youtube “Training tutorial # 5: stretching” we can observe a mare that is kept
in an LDR attitude for a whole session.

The fact that the attitude shown is LDR, is not mentioned in the tutorial, while in the filming team 
there is an international dressage judge, supposed to be aware of the fact that this attitude involves 
risks for the mental and physical health of the horse. Prolonged use of LDR, beyond ten minutes, 
was at the time of filming considered by the FEI to be hyperflexion and therefore harmful to the 
horse.
It is important to know that today the FEI legitimately places the LDR under the paragraph of 
"abuse and mistreatment" in the guidelines for dressage stewards.

What is LDR?

Is LDR a form of hyperflexion? Yes!

The "Collectif pour les Chevaux" is not alone in stating that LDR is a form of hyperflexion.



Grand Prix magazine confirms: “Long, deep and round, which can be translated as hyperflexion”.

The dangers of LDR lie among other things in the duration of its use. However, the voiceover of the
tutorial makes it clear, on two occasions, that the attitude shown [LDR] is maintained throughout 
the session.

Tutorial voiceover: "... A full workout really head down, stretching the neckline. This is the kind 
of attitude that we will adopt during the relaxation, with our older horses too, until our Grand Prix 
horses of course.

But it can also be maintained a full session as is the case here in particular…. By maintaining 
this very low attitude,… "

However, “a full session” implies that the LDR is used for a very long time, so there is 
hyperflexion, so there would be mistreatment, according to the FEI:
FEI Manual for Dressage Stewards Update February 2019:

In case of abuse or 
mistreatment: no excuse: 
LDR is accepted, unless 
used excessively or 
prolonged (hyperflexion 
of the neck). There is a 
danger when copied by 
unskilled riders. There is 
fine line between training 
and overtraining.

For more information on the dangers of hyperflexion, there is “la fiche équipédia” on 
hyperflexion, and the article written by the Collectif pour les Chevaux: 
https://collectifpourleschevauxcontrelhyperflexion.com/2020/10/24/398/

The tutorial does not warn about the dangers of this prolonged use of LDR, nor about the dangers of
the use of this attitude by unskilled riders.

Quite the contrary; LDR is touted as an "absolutely essential" method.

How did the great masters do, without this ‘absolutely essential’ method?

Why would it be 'absolutely essential'?

Tutorial voice-over: "Obviously this is absolutely essential stretching for the horse's muscles to 
encourage him to be totally relaxed and confident in contact. This is a token of trust in the hand but
also a proof that the horse maintains its connection and its roundness completely independently of 

https://collectifpourleschevauxcontrelhyperflexion.com/2020/10/24/398/


the - perhaps - movements of the rider's hands. You see the mare will really stretch out without any 
intervention of the hands."
"Without any intervention of the hands". The hands are nevertheless present to keep the mare in the 
LDR attitude throughout the session. The hands are even there to prevent the mare from “really 
stretching out”.

Amongst riders, there is often confusion between “muscle” and “stretch”; in the tutorial 
demonstration, there is little or no real bodybuilding.
The nuchal and supraspinatus ligaments are greatly stretched in the LDR attitude, but any physical 
trainer will tell you that we are trying to stretch the muscles and tendons, never the ligaments, 
which keep the bones together.

In addition, in a properly conducted stretching session, the stretching exercises are of short duration.

Working in the correct neck extension, with the nose in front of the vertical, allows the muscles to 
be stretched more than the ligaments. In addition to allowing the horse to see far ahead, and to allow
the maintenance of the maximum diameter of the upper respiratory tract, this attitude is in 
accordance with its innate locomotor, with its metabolic needs (optimal oxygenation, lactic acid and
cortisol levels. -the stress hormone- minimal), and its animal flight instinct, unlike the LDR attitude.

In a tutorial on neck extension, it would have been wise to underline the importance of the correct 
functioning of the thoracic belt, that is to say, the muscles which allow the rising of the withers, 
therefore of the chest and the base of the neck, between the shoulder blades, as shown in the 
illustrations below. By oversimplifying things, in the interests of the economy for the human 
athlete, we forget the essentials for the horse athlete.

The tutorial explanation continues: "On the other hand, thanks to a propulsion in front of the legs, a 
forward movement which encourages him to pull his cart and follow the reins given by the rider. "

It is also necessary that the rider give the reins enough to allow the horse to make a real neck 
extension, correct and without danger of damaging his mental and physical health. This correct neck
extension is a proof the horse trusts the hand, and a proof of the rider respects his horse.

The FEI states it so well in its new directives for stewards: “there is a fine line between training and
overtraining”. There is only one step between LDR and Rollkur.

And again "There is a danger when it is copied by unskilled riders. "



While the rider in the tutorial is clearly used to using LDR, those who will copy her probably aren't.
If the rider in the tutorial puts her horse at times further back behind the vertical than on the FEI's 
LDR drawing, imagine the damage that this kind of tutorial can cause among horses of less skilled 
riders.
And this during an entire session, as recommended in the video, without any warning, without clear 
details of the angle not to be exceeded so as not to arrive in the next stage, which is rollkur, and 
therefore without caring about the health of horses subjected to these practices by their unskilled 
riders.

We see videos like this every day, which propagate the use of hyperflexion.

A few days ago, another video than the one in the tutorial#5 referred to above had to be deleted by 
the Pamfou Dressage team, because the rollkur attitude was detected there by several enlightened 
Internet users. Then Grand Prix magazine did not check its sources, and amalgamated my 
comments concerning the two different videos. Which is of course understandable; all of these 
videos look so similar.



To say that one loves horses, and at the same time to promote hyperflexion, is an incomprehensible 
paradox for those who have taken the trouble to learn about the consequences of this drift in modern
dressage. Rollkur users also say they love their horses. What a funny way to show love for this 
noble animal.

The open letter in reaction to my publication shows great intelligence.

Use that intelligence to benefit your horses, please.

Remember that the FEI Dressage Rules were written to protect the physical and mental integrity of 
the horse. In 2021, this regulation still stipulates:
"The position of the head and neck of a Horse at the collected paces is naturally dependent on
the stage of training and, to some degree, on its conformation. It is distinguished by the neck
being raised without restraint, forming a harmonious curve from the withers to the poll, which
is the highest point, with the nose slightly IN FRONT of the vertical. At the moment the Athlete
applies his aids to obtain a momentary and passing collecting effect, the head may become
more or less vertical. The arch of the neck is directly related to the degree of collection.

Cordialement,

Dr. Vét. EvaVan Avermaet, pour le
 Collectif pour les Chevaux
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